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ABSTRACT
A new method for calculating the coefficients of the numerator
polynomial of the direct Routh approximation method (DRAM) using the
least square error criterion is formulated. The necessary conditions
have been obtained in terms of algebraic equations. The method is use-
ful for low frequency as well as high frequency reduced-order models.
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ON THE ROUTH APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUE
AND LEAST SQUARES ERRORS
Introduction:
A method for calculating the coefficients of the numerator poly-
nomial of a reduced order model has been presented by RAO et al [1].
The method obtains the denominator polynomial of the transfer function
by DRAM [2] and the numerator polynomial is obtained by using Pade type
approximations. This was an "improvement" on the DRAM presented in [2]
which is based on the Routh approximation technique of Hutton & Friedland
[31. This paper presents a method for obtaining the coefficients of the
numerator polynomial of the reduced order model for a similar improved
matching of the transfer function and it is shown that it is also a
least squares estimate. The method is applicable to single input single
output systems and is easily extended to multi-input multi-output systems.
The denominator polynomial is obtained by the DRAM or Routh approxima-
tion method.
Consider a single-input single output linear-time-invariant system
representd by its transfer function H(s).
n+p-l
c + c s + ... + c so I n+p_-1
H(s) = (1)
p n
s (a0 + als +... ansI)
The system is unstable due to poles of H(s) located at the origin.
If the system of (1) is approximated by the method, of 131 as
0 k+p-
H (s) (2)
sP(d +dlS +... ks
0 1
-3-
where d , dl.. .. are obtained by application of the DRAM [2] or the Routh
method [3] on the denominator of sPH(s). The f0' fl ..., fk+p-1 will be
chosen as shown below to satisfy certain error of approximation at several
specific points in s.
Approximation and Least Squares:
Define the error of approximation as
E(s) ; H(s) - H (s). (3)
Assume nk+p where p = 1,2,,,,k, It can be shown that
E(s) (c0d0 - a0f 0 )1 + (4)
[(c 0 d! + cjd0 - (a1f0 + ao0 f ) ]s +
k
[(c0d k + Cldk +...+ Ckd) (akf0 + aklf +...+ a0fk)]s +
k+l
[(ldk + C2dk-l +--- k+l 0 kl O k+l
n
(Cn-kdk + n-k+l l+---..+cnd ) (anf0 + an_ f!+a a f )]S +
I(Cp_ld + Cpdk-_l...+ Ck+p-ldO) (anfk+p-n-1 + an_lf k+p-n
+...+ af ) k+ p -1
[(Cn+p-l-kdk + Cn+p-k dk +...+ Cn+p-ld) -
(a f a f +... n+ ankf ) n+p-1 +
n p-1 p k+p-l
-4-
[(Cn+p-kdk + Cn+p-k+ldk-l +-..+ n+p-ld ) -
(a f + an_ f +...+ ank+l f )sn+p +
n p p+l k+p-l
[(cn+p-_2d +n+p-l-l (anfk+p-2 + an_lfk+p_ 1 )-ls n+p + k - 2 +
[(Cn+p-ldk)- (a n fk+p ) s n +p + k- 1
sP(a + +...+ a sn)(d + dS +...+ s k )
In order to minimize the least squares error E (s) with respect to the un-
known coefficients f0' fl' ' ' fk+p-1 we obtain the following necessary
conditions
E2 (s) =E (s)
af 2E(s) f = [f0'fl, fk+p-l
since
aE s
a=f.s k s 0 for s30, i = 0,1,2, ...,k+p-1
i sPs(do + dls +...+ dks )
Hence E(s) - 0. Since expression (4) is a polynomial in s we can equate
the numerator coefficients to zero.
This yields n+k+p equations with k+p unknowns f0, f ' ..fk+.p 
Therefore E(S) cannot be made zero for all values of s. In general any
k+p of these equations can be satisifed. There are ( +k+p ways of choosingk+p
the k+p equations for sCO, If the first k+p equations are selected we
obtained the following result.
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Theorem 1: For low frequency model approximation, the unknown coetficients
f0' fl... fk+p- can be determined from the following equations.
c0d 0 - a0fo = 0
c0dl + cld - (alf 0 + a fl) = O
cOdk + Cdll +"'+ Ckdo - (akfO + alfl +...+ a fk ) = 0
C1A + C2dk_1 +...+ k+ldO - (k+lf0 + akfl+...+ aOfk+l) = 0
(6)
Cn kdk +c Cnk+ld_+...+c d - (a f +a fl +...+ afn) = O0n-kkx n-k+1K-1 n n n -
Cpldk + cpdk_l +.+' Ck+p ldo - (anfk+pn_1 + an-lfk+p-n +
''+ a0fk+p-l) 
where n < k+p and p = 1,2,...,k.
It can readily be shown that these conditions (6) match the first
k+p coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of the H(s) around
s= 0 [4]. These conditions satisfy the results of RAO et al [1]. This
gives an improved low frequency response.
Theorem 2: For high frequency model approximation, the unknown coefficients
f0' fl'' .. fk+p-1 can be obtained by solving the last k+p equations.
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n-k d+ Cn-k+l -1 +"+ Cnd0 - (anfo + a lfl+...+ a0f ) = o
Cp-ld + Cpdk_1 +... Ck+p-ld 0 (anfk+pn_-1 + anlfk+p-n +.+afk+p-l ) = 0
c d +c d d
n+p-l-k k Cn+p-k k-l+'' + n+p-l 0
(a f + a f +...+ a n(a p- + n-_l p n-k k+p-l
Cn+p-kdk + Cn+pk+ldkl+...+ Cn+p-ldl -(7)
(an p + n-l p+l + + n-k+lf k+p-l)
cn+p_2 dk + Cn+p-ldl - (anfk+p-2 - an-lfk+p 1 )
Cn+p-ldk- anfk+p-_1
where n < k+p and p = 1,2,...,k.
Remarks: a) A similar set of condition to expression (4) be obtained if
k+p<n which would yield similar set of conditions (6) and (7);
b) The conditions (6) improve the low frequency response of the
reduced model (2) at the expense of not matching the initial (time)
condition of the original model (1).
c) The conditions (7) improve the high frequency response of
the reduced model (2) at the expense of not matching the final (time)
condition;
d) The initial value and final value conditions can be matched
by using the first condition of (6) and the last condition of (7);
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e) The optimization problem can be formulated to obtain the optimal
selection of k+p set of equations out of the n+k+p equations in the fre-
quency range of interest;
f) The applications of the Initial value and Final value theorems
to E(s), (4), yields the initial time and final time error in the approxi-
mation process.
Example
Consider the example given by 11,2,3]
4 3 2
2s + 2s + s + 3s + 6
H(s) = (8)23 2
s (s3 + 7s + 14s + 8)
A fourth order reduced order model is giyen by
f + fls + f2s + f3 s
H(s) = 2 (9)
s (45s + 98s + 56)
where the denominator polynomial is obtained by DRMA [2] or
Routh [3].
The complete least square conditions (5) for this example are as
follows:
c 0d0 - a f
c 0d 1 + Cld0 -(alf + a0f 1)
c 0d2 + cld + c2d 0 - (a2f + a lf + a 0f2
cld2 + C2dl + c3d0 - (a3f + a2f + alf2 + a) (10)
c2d 2 + c3dl + c4d0 - (a3fl + a2f 2 + a f3)
c3d2 + c4dl - (a3f2 + a2f 3)
C4d2 3 a f3
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Case 1
Using conditions (6) for low frequency operation of the reduced order
model we get fo = 42, f = 21, f2 = 4, f3 = 12.5
42 + 21 + 4s + 12.5s 
H41 (s) 2 2(1
s (45s + 98s + 56)
is the same as obtained by [1].
Case 2
Using condition (7) for high frequency operation of the reduced
order model we get fo = -6066, fl = 1501, f2 = 344, f =90
2 3
-6066 + 1501s - 344s + 90s
H42(s) = (12)
s (45s + 98s + 56)
Case 3
Using the first conditions of (6) for initial value matching and
the last 2 conditions of (7) for final value matching we get fo = 42,
fl = 21, f2 = -344, f3 = 90
2 3
A43(s) = 42 + 21s - 344s + 90s3
H43 (S) 2 2(13)
s (45s + 98s + 56)
Summary:
It has been shown that the coefficients of the numerator polynomial
of reduced order model can be evaluated in the least squares error sense.
The technique provides a frame work for the choice of the optimal reduced
order model for a particular application. The method is easily ex-
tended to multi-input-multi output systems.
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